May 2009 Newsletter

WORD FROM LIBERTY:

120 Registered Intercessors Praying Around the World!

This entire newsletter is devoted to reporting on the Prayer Outreach!! Last month I wrote about the exciting new DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach we were beginning on April 6th. As of 4/29/09 we have 120 Registered Intercessors all praying in unity at 10:00 am Monday-Friday mornings or as close as possible in their time zones. If you are interested and missed the kick-off in April’s newsletter, you can download and read it from our website. We are extending the Outreach to June 5th since so many of the intercessors said they were going to keep praying.

Here are excerpts from the updates to the Intercessors so that you can see how large this endeavor is! You can read these updates in their entirety on my blog on www.libertysavard2u.com.

Dislodging and Declaring 040509

Your first sample prayer for dislodging the results of wrong agreements and how best to begin declaring right agreements was in your April LSM Newsletter. Here is another prayer with a slightly different take on the subject of declaring right agreement and dislodging the effects and influences of wrong agreements.

Territorial spirits, principalities, and powers in high places have the right to move over geographical areas as a negative consequence of multiplied wrong agreements made by human souls in that area. Wrong agreements are birthed from agreement made out of fear, pain, hopelessness, loss, and grief. Wrong agreements are also made in man’s attempts to get power and control, to get revenge, by greediness that does not care about who pays the price, by kingdom building, and by political and academic agreements of bigotry and personal beliefs of superiority.

Spiritual revival has not come in many places because territorial spirits feed on the wrong agreements made in that area. These spirits cloud, deceive, and confuses to cause each generation to teach the next generation to make the same wrong agreements, perpetuating a vicious cycle. This keeps people from coming into right agreement with God and each other.

The good news is that Jesus has given us the Keys of the Kingdom in Matthew 16:19, “Whatsoever you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.” Praying with these Keys allows us to dislodge the effects and influences of such wrong agreements over our lands.

Lord, you said that if we, your people, would humble ourselves, pray, seek your face, and turn from our own wicked ways (2 Chronicles 7:14), you would forgive our sins and heal our land. Please forgive me and my people for not having obeyed your clear commandment in this Scripture. For centuries, millions of people have wickedly made wrong agreements about each other and against you. These wrong agreements have allowed territorial dominion over my land.

Right agreement always brings God’s power into situations. The law of the power of agreement produces absolute consequences just as the law of gravity does.

Thank you for the Kingdom Keys of binding and loosing to bring myself and my people into alignment with your already established will in heaven, Father. I bind the minds, wills, and emotions of everyone in my city to the mind of Christ, the will of God, and the healing comfort and balance of the Holy Spirit.

I loose all stronghold thinking, the effects and influences of wrong agreements, wrong attitudes, and wrong patterns of thinking from my soul and the souls of the people in my land. I loose generational, political, religious, and cultural...
bondage thinking from everyone in my land. Jesus, the Word says you came to destroy (loose) the WORKS of the enemy (1 John 3:8). I am now doing the same. In Your Name, Amen.

040509 Dislodging and Declaring Update

It is amazing that this prayer call was actually launched around the world electronically in less than five (5) Minutes! Jesus said that His disciples and followers were to take the Good News to the ends of the earth. The disciples of His day were not able to do this, but we can!

For those who responded immediately upon reading the call to this Prayer Outreach in the April newsletter, I encouraged them to enlist a prayer partner in their immediate areas to pray with. It is helpful to have someone for personal agreement if you sense a specific spiritual reaction to your prayers. If it is not possible for you to have a local prayer partner to agree with, then e-mail us for prayer agreement. We’ll meet with you beginning tomorrow, April 6th, at 10:00 am (USA Pacific Standard Time) and begin to change the domains of the heavenlies!

QUESTION: Are we aiming to pray for say one hour? Or should we pray until we have come into agreement regarding loosing the effects of wrong agreements? Marty

ANSWER: Marty: We have not felt led to set any time frame. We just want as many as possible to start praying at the same time. Pray the prayer in the newsletter and then pray whatever God gives you after that. God will work with you on the issue of time. Liberty

QUESTION: I read the prayer in the April newsletter and plan to use it as a model. I am uncomfortable “declaring” this or that. Please shed some light on the scriptural/Biblical basis for doing this as opposed to asking/petitioning God?

ANSWER: The word “declare” is being used to portray speaking God’s Word, declaring His promises, speaking of His faithfulness, speaking of His power and majesty. It is not being used to portray declaring riches or favor of man, or to declare that He has to do something. It is similar to speaking the Word, confessing the Word, and pronouncing the Word.

Jeremiah 23:29 says, “Is not My word like fire [that consumes all that cannot endure the test]? says the Lord, and like a hammer that breaks in pieces the rock [of most stubborn resistance]?” (AMP). I love this verse and I want to declare and speak that fire and hammer into the atmosphere. I want to declare His Word. He has said that His Word never returns void to Him, but it always accomplishes that purpose for which He sent it. I hope this helps. Liberty

Dislodging and Declaring Prayer Outreach 040909

As of Wednesday night (4/8) the Prayer Outreach has 73 registered Intercessors around the world all praying in unity, and more are still registering. Hallelujah! Many thanks to Richard Cotterman of Exodus Design for the great work he has done on the DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach Launch on our website.

Always remember that the LSM Intercessors lift each one of you up daily by name, binding you to God’s will while loosing any backlash or works of the enemy (of any manner) off you, your family members, your ministries, your health, your finances, your homes, your pets, and your automobiles.

Some who are praying have found it a little difficult to know what to declare in right agreement. Begin by declaring agreement with God’s Word. One good declaration to begin with is Isaiah 60:1: Declare that God’s glory is arising over your city and your nation even now. (Jeremiah 23:29).

Declare that God’s Word is like fire that consumes everything that cannot endure the test and a hammer that breaks in pieces the rock of most stubborn resistance.

Declare His promises of His love and His grace and mercy, as well as His declaration that He will never leave you (us) or forsake you (us). Lift up your voice to declare His majesty and faithfulness. Speak of His mercy and His grace. Declare the promise in Psalm 138:8 that the Lord will perfect that which concerns you (us, our people).

Declare your agreement with Romans 8:1-2 for today (The Message), “Those who enter into Christ’s being-here-for-us no longer have to live under a continuous, low-lying black cloud... The Spirit of life in Christ, like a strong wind, has magnificently cleared the air, freeing you (us, me). . . . “

Declare your agreement with Matthew 10:26 that says there is nothing concealed that will not be revealed or disclosed, and there is nothing hidden that will not be made known.

Second Corinthians 4:4 (NIV) tells us, “The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.” Declare that the light of God’s truth is now being spoken around the world clearing away the enemy’s clouds and the confusion in the minds of those who cannot see the light of the Gospel and they will see.

041009 DISLODGING and DECLARING UPDATE

We currently have 84 people registered (people keep signing up every day) and they are all praying in unity every Monday through Friday. What a deal! As we are praying in part with Daniel as an example, remember to humble yourself and ask God’s forgiveness for yourself and the people of your nation. Daniel asked God to forgive in this way: Daniel 9:18 (NIV), “We do not make (such) requests of you because we are righteous, but because of your great mercy.”

I have had it impressed upon me three times that we need to remember that Daniel’s answer was dispatched from heaven
as soon as he began to pray and humble himself. That answer arrived three weeks later. I feel that things are definitely happening in the heavenly realms and in our nations, and there are answers building toward something very dynamic that will begin to break loose in three weeks from the day we all started praying: That will be April 27!

All of the Prayer Outreach intercessors are LOOSING the effects and influences of all wrong agreements (current and past) that have given territorial spirits the right to come over our areas, thereby dislodging their right to remain.

We are ALL BINDING everyone in our areas to God’s will and we are ALL speaking and declaring right agreements with God’s promises and His Word. This will result in resolving an enormous amount of individual issues that have been caused by or that have worsened because of the oppression of territorial domains over the land.

041509 DISLODGING and DECLARING

Good morning to all one hundred and three (103!) precious Intercessors around the world. Today is a day to consider some breakthrough points. First the serious points so as to leave you at the end of this post with the positive points.

I had a vision about three weeks before we began the DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach. While praying with two of the LSM intercessors one morning, I saw what appeared to be a computer-generated graphic of four people in a circle praying. They appeared to be holding hands, but each pair of joined hands was covered with a ball of light. I interpreted this as power connections in the joining together of the hands and the prayers. Linda felt the fourth person was Jesus. I was intrigued by the fact that the “vision” appeared to be a computer-generated picture. Then it hit me! This prayer unity and power would be connected through computers around the world! Yahoo!

Yesterday morning (4/14) I awoke with a strong awareness of these words: discouragement, distraction, and scattering. I prayed about these words as I began a completely distracting, discouraging day that definitely left my thinking in a scattered mode. I was exhausted last night! That was my personal experience of those words.

I believe some of the Prayer Outreach Intercessors may be experiencing distraction and disappointment right now because they expected to see big, important things happen right away. Some may have never committed to a 30-Day Prayer Outreach like this one. We all need to head off any possible dislodging and scattering of our Intercessors! Pray for the strength and encouragement and commitment of your Intercessor partners each day! I encourage every one of you to hold steady. It would be unwise to drop at this point.

Before you pray each morning, PRAY FOR YOURSELF FIRST. If the airplane seems to be shaking and the oxygen masks are dropping from above, put on your oxygen mask first. If you don’t—you might not be of any help to anyone else! Loose all distractions and reactions of your soul and the enemy’s works that he is trying to send against you.

Maria: Blessings! Thank you for the updates! I feel a different air around me. I trust the unity in prayers of the prayer warriors.

Valerie: Big things are happening in my family.

LAC: I know there has been a change in my health.

Marian: I know we are praying for the bigger picture, but answers are splashing over into my personal finances. Thank you, Lord.

CS: The earliest I can pray is 5 am to try to match up with the 10 am in California time . . . so I may be beginning JUST as some of you are finishing. AWESOME!

LSM: Last night we were telephoned during our weekly Intercessors’ Prayer Meeting and given the praise report that there had been a real breakthrough answer in Tennessee.

What the Intercessors are saying (041809)

We now have 104 registered Intercessors around the world with two more pending. Here is some of their feedback!

Dear Rev Liberty! Thank you very much for your e-mail of Update and Encouragement! Thank you very much for starting DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach and for the opportunity to participate in it! I am so grateful to the Lord for you and your ministry. After reading your book Soulish Deception and Demonic Illusion I began to pray at the morning prayer meetings of our small church using the prayer you have given at the end of the book.

I joined your Prayer Outreach on Monday, April 12th. The beginning was very powerful and exciting. I started praying at 8 pm here in Ukraine with my prayer partner Lida. I could feel a strong flow of the Holy Spirit. During this week we could feel a lot of pressure but we don’t give up. Before our Outreach Prayer time we pray for ourselves using binding and loosing principles as you teach. Then we pray against the wrong agreements spoken in our land.

We believe great changes will come and we ourselves will be changed. I can see even now a financial breakthrough in my life. The Lord is great! Four more people want to join the Prayer Outreach since April 20 but they don’t know English and I must translate April Newsletter for them so that they may pray in a right way. All of them know your teaching and pray using the Keys of The Kingdom prayer principles for themselves. May the Lord bless you and all the intercessors abundantly! It is great to be in unity with all of you! Zoya

At the beginning of this week I felt the Lord was telling me it was going to be a battle week and sure enough it was. Yesterday I felt in my spirit that we had broken through. At about 1:00 am last night, I heard a noise. I stopped what I
was doing and listened, and it was a dove outside my window singing and chirping. That is completely out of character of doves. I felt like the presence of the Lord was in my room. J

I’m continuing to pray daily. My son and daughter-in-law were in a minor car accident last week with no injuries, praise God!! Also my daughter-in-law is asking questions about God. She is South Korean with a Catholic background. Thanks for your e-mails and prayers. The Lord bless you mightily!! Love in Christ, Bridget.

I feel God is truly in this word by Prophet Kim Clement—and that we MUST sit up and take note—and pray! I know we are each praying already … but there is an urgency, I believe, in agreeing with this awesome, timely word. Jane http://kimclementvault.com/prophetryread.asp?num=339

I would like to thank you for the update. Since I have joined in with everyone the enemy has tried distracting me, gave me a sinus headache and a sore neck, has tried to frustrate me with everything that I’ve been trying to do the past few days, and has tried to steal my peace and joy. Yet I am determined to do what the Lord has called me to do. Every morning I anoint myself with oil, and I declare that every place that I drive or walk belongs to the Lord. Shirley

How timely your latest e-mail is/was. If “distraction” could be illness, it has hit big-time. How great to know I’m not alone, and that I am maybe just suffering for a bigger picture. You are wonderful—I pray for you (and your heart especially) and all your prayer team and the other Intercessors. What an amazing thing you are doing. God bless you as you seek to serve Him. Sue

STAY STRONG INTERCESSORS! We are making a difference. I personally have been battling distractions and discouragement this past week. It is so good to know why and where it is coming from. That knowing makes it much easier to recognize it for what it is and dislodge it immediately. I am looking forward to next Monday, April 27th, when it will be the completion of three weeks of praying.

We now have 7 sisters in the Ukraine who are praying together with us! One of them is translating everything for the other 6 so they are up to speed. God bless the Ukraine! Here are a few words from the Intercessors:

Hello and Thank You for these prayer tips; my husband and I have been praying faithfully daily, and these prayers are far-reaching as we live and I work in Arlington, VA around the corner from the Pentagon. We are experiencing and seeing strongholds being broken both in our work places and in our local Assembly of Believers. I praise God for this opportunity.

A supervisor of mine gladly received a copy of your book BREAKING THE POWER. It is so exciting to be used of God in my workplace and everywhere I go. Thank you Liberty; may God’s Name be continually lifted on high and proclaimed by His people with the help of your ministry all for His Glory! - Antoine and Michelle

DISLODGING AND DECLARING UDATE 042309

Our Intercessors are now 114 around the world. God bless the now 8 Lady Intercessors in Ukraine who pray together! There have been difficult times for some and breakthroughs for others. But get up Sunday morning, April 26th, and expect God to show up in mighty ways in your church, thanking Him for what He is doing that you can see and will see.

Dear Rev. Liberty! Thank you very much for your encouragement and accepting us as your partners in PRAYER OUTREACH! It’s a great blessing for us to be a part of such a great spiritual event. Zoya in Avdeevka Ukraine

As we were praying, I saw a picture of all the Intercessors holding hands as they encircled the world. They were standing with their backs to the world and their faces looking up into the heavens. Linda in Sacramento

Margaret wrote this beautiful testimony of her husband, Ken: “Ken, who is 80 and has had medical problems since he fell and broke a hip three years ago, requested to pray with me today. I explained to him the prayer method and, because he has dementia, I told him that all he had to do was say “Amen” at intervals! He said, “You know what to pray and all I have to do is say Amen?” I said yes. So off we went, and pretty soon, he said, “I like praying like this.” I asked if he wanted to commit to pray with me for the rest of the 30 days. He said, “Yes, what an easy job!” I believe his dementia will recede as we continue to pray.

On April 6th I began praying in agreement with your suggested prayers. That very night I sensed a spiritual attack and out of fear went back to the old ways of rebuking and binding the devil. During all this time there was an enormous racket outside my road which sounded like a fox howling and screeching. I began to lose all soulish agreements and speak right agreements. Finally I quietly said, in the name of Jesus, “Be quiet,” and the fox was silent. I went back to sleep. I know that there is a great Harvest of righteousness being poured out among us. Nathan in England

This was sent in by Kathy (TX), who said that her pastor, who gave this Word from the Lord on 4/19, has no idea about what we are all praying together: “The Spirit of the Lord says that I have looked upon you today and you are my people. You who were not a people are become the people of God. And I will honor you, sayeth the Lord, because you are the
righteous seed planted in a nation that has gone astray. But I will spare the city because of you. I will spare the nation because of you. Because I have looked upon you and heard the sound of your worship and I have a connection to you because you are my family, you are my children. Every prayer that you think, before you speak it, I’ve already heard it and am rushing to answer it, sayeth the Lord. I’m going to spare this nation, but the troubles this nation is currently under were brought on by the nation itself. But this is also something I have a hand in, sayeth the Lord God, because I’m going to reverse a trend and I’m going to begin to bless my people so abundantly and so directly that you’re going to become the example in the Earth of what it means to walk righteously before Me. I declare over you this day, there is reward in righteousness. This is not the time, sayeth the Lord, for worry, or for giving up, or for fretting, or for fear. For this hour you were prepared. Now stand strong. Square your shoulders and lift up your eyes and know that your redemption draws nigh because you are the people of God and the hand of God is upon you. The darker it becomes for a world that lives and is determined to be an unrighteous people, the brighter the light of revelation and power and direction and prosperity will be upon my people.”

I know that you lift all the prayer partners up in prayer at your prayer time. I appreciate that. As the time is getting closer for the prayer time I am feeling very awful physically. I am suddenly feeling very shaky and a migraine is coming on fast. Earlier today I shared Christ with my Muslim friend who is going through a rough time. She was very receptive. I wonder if this might be related to my shar...
and you have just instigated a wrong agreement and given the enemy the right to show up. It is better to refrain from creating wrong agreements than it is to have to go back and break them and then clean up the pieces.

Many have said they are having a lot of distractions as they try to pray. Pray for yourself every day before you begin your DISLODGING AND DECLARING prayers, loose distractions and reactions of your soul and the enemy. You may need to do this more than once as you start praying and find your mind wandering, your stomach demanding a snack or a drink, and negative feelings beginning to surface.

Since we began this prayer time, strange little memories of things that I have not thought of for years have surfaced in my thoughts at the strangest times. I immediately pray and loose all wrong thoughts or patterns of thinking that I have had about that issue (it does not hurt to re-pray this for things that you think have already been settled), and then I forgive and bless anyone who was involved. I thank God for the Keys of the Kingdom that allows me to do this. The strange little memory always disappears immediately. I can’t really say if they are issues that I never fully resolved or if they are just attempts of my soul or the enemy to distract me with something that greatly bothered me in the past. All I know is that praying this way dislodges them immediately.

Whenever you are praying for the Big Picture, know that your soul and the enemy will try to distract you and get you to react to “little pictures.” Deal with them immediately with the Keys of the Kingdom. As you pray these prayers for anyone who surfaces in your emotions and your mind like a prickly star thistle, pray for God to do something good for that person. This is the FIRST KEY to making this practice of distraction work. You might have to pray five times for blessing, healing, encouragement, and strength for that person before you start feeling like you mean it, but this prayer will change your feelings for the better! The SECOND KEY is not to just pray in your mind; pray out loud even if it is only a tiny whisper. Pray out loud if you have to step outside in a rain storm. Just do it! Speaking out the words helps to keep your soul from playing games with your thoughts. The THIRD KEY is to not tell yourself that you’ll pray later that day or that night. Do it immediately! Do this and you will be amazed at how much weight seems to lift off you and how your day begins to brighten right up.

“Liberty, I feel I’m getting clobbered, even though I had a great time of prayer today. I just feel in my spirit that there is a wall that is holding things back. The closer I get, the more I seem to get under mental attack and my soul is just going bananas. I have been doing this kind of ministry for about 15 years and I feel this is the biggest assignment the Lord has given me. I feel this is a part of the end-time revival. I have prayed that God would raise up 120 people praying just like in the Book of Acts well. Thank you, JR”

After replying to JR’s e-mail with words of encouragement and prayer backup, I kept thinking how appropriate JR’s statement might be as we now have 120 registered Intercessors around the world. I promised I would do a Hallelujah Dance when we hit 120! Do not give up! Read the next e-mail I just received.

Dear Liberty, Greetings! I just wanted to share a testimony of what I’ve experienced so far being part of the 21 days of prayer. About one and a half weeks into the Prayer Outreach I began to get discouraged and stopped praying for 2 days. Lo and behold, at exactly that time I received your email about not giving up. God’s timing is amazing! So with new resolve, I determined to stick with it.

God has changed my thinking which has made a huge difference in how I look at things. I know this is because of everyone around the world uniting in this time of prayer. Wow!! Also, through this time, God has reminded me that His banner over me is LOVE. Regardless of how I feel or what I’m doing (or not doing), God loves me. Even though I’m scared, I just keep pressing in hoping that more change will come because I still have so far to go. I’m so glad that God brought me to your website when He did. Praise God!! I also praise God for you and all the prayer partners. May God richly bless you and change us all from the inside out.

Sincerely, Deborah in AZ

Hi, Liberty! Ken and I have experienced a breakthrough in realizing how very important it is that we pray together. The Lord also showed us that it is the enemy’s desire to separate us so we cannot pray together because of dissension or by whatever means or methods he can find. I have discovered that when Ken becomes difficult (early dementia), that it is spiritual interference which disappears once we pray! I had no idea how much my “mood” was affected by spiritual interference, too, which disappears once we pray. So we are signed up for the duration, but we will continue to pray in this way from now on. I also have been convicted of statements I have made that if another person (Ken, for example) were to agree with me, it would indeed be a “wrong” agreement. I’m continuing to read and study your books and the Bible and find help in time of need! Thanks for all that you are doing! Lynn and Ken in New Mexico

In 1863, Abraham Lincoln issued a Proclamation calling America to prayer and repentance to be exercised on April 30th, 1863. On the anniversary of this proclamation, April 30th, 2009, it would be most appropriate for all Americans to pray and answer Lincoln’s call to prayer. It would also be most appropriate for everyone to pray for this same call for forgiveness and mercy for all of the countries represented by our Intercessors. Cindy Jacobs and Dutch Sheets (among others) have called for an April 30th prayer effort to coincide with the 16th anniversary of President Lincoln’s Proclamation of America being a Christian nation which was
made during the Civil War. Below is an excerpt from the Proclamation: (http://www.dutchsheets.org has Lincoln’s full proclamation).

“Whereas, the Senate of the United States, devoutly recognizing the Supreme Authority and just Government of Almighty God, in all the affairs of men and of nations, has, by a resolution, requested the President to designate and set apart a day for National prayer and humiliation. And whereas it is the duty of nations as well as of men . . . to confess their sins and transgressions, in humble sorrow, yet with assured hope that genuine repentance will lead to mercy and pardon; and to recognize the sublime truth, announced in the Holy Scriptures and proven by all history, that those nations only are blessed whose God is the Lord. . . . It behooves us then . . . to pray for clemency and forgiveness. Now, therefore, in compliance with the request, and fully concurring in the views of the Senate, I do, by this my proclamation, designate and set apart Thursday, the 30th day of April, 1863, as a day of national humiliation, fasting and prayer. In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. Done at the City of Washington, this thirtieth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three.”

By President Abraham Lincoln

THIS PROCLAMATION is also an important call to the Intercessors in ALL of the nations in this Prayer Outreach—America, Argentina, Australia, Canada, England, Fiji, Guatemala, New Zealand, Netherlands, South Africa, Ukraine, US Virgin Islands, and Zimbabwe.

Let EACH ONE of us, all 119 Intercessors, pray on April 30th (and beyond) with particular emphasis on confessing the sins of our nations (you cannot repent for your nation’s sins; repenting is an individual turning away from sin) and all other nations represented by the Intercessors of this Outreach, while asking the Lord for mercy. LET US ALL declare that blessings that have come to our nations and our people have come by the hand of God! LET US ALL pray for strength, encouragement, and truth to flood each one of the above nations and its people. LET US ALL bind each listed nation’s leaders to God’s will and loose the effects and influences of wrong agreements they have made. LET US ALL pray for God’s strength and encouragement for all the Intercessors, particularly as some of them are standing alone in their country. Be their prayer partner and spiritually join hands with them for their nation as well as your own.

Regarding the international outbreak of Swine Flu, some are saying that this outbreak is a judgment of God. I cannot say I believe this is a judgment initiated through a direct act of God or that something else is involved. BUT, I do know that God could have stopped it and He has not. He knew that this was coming and He knew with what degree of severity. At this moment, I am acknowledging that He is God, He is just and righteous, He is longsuffering, He is good and faithful, and He alone knows why He is not yet stopping the outbreak of Swine Flu. At the present time it appears (according to news sources this morning) that there are 26 confirmed cases in Mexico (with several thousand more with symptoms), 66 in United States, 14 in New Zealand, 13 in Canada, and two each in Scotland, Spain, and Israel. And it is growing.

I am praying this way: Lord, I bind every Intercessor and every family member represented by them—body, soul, and spirit—to your will. Please forgive every individual in this group for any sin that stands between them and you and your divine intervention in their lives, so that you can freely pour out strength, health, grace, and mercy upon them. I bind every member of the Body of Christ to your will—body, soul, and spirit. Please forgive them for anything standing between you and them and protect them from this disease. I fully trust that you know exactly what is going on and that you are in charge. Thank you, Jesus, for bringing us into the family of God, our heavenly Father.

Many Intercessors are calling for a continuation of this Prayer Outreach. So be it! I have felt the same way and Linda has been insisting that we should do so. We are extending this Prayer Outreach through Friday, June 5th. God is definitely moving with us in changing the direction of the destinies of our nations. He has begun with us and our words, and that is appropriate. If we are the foundation of this worldwide Prayer Outreach, we must not have weaknesses in our part of the foundation. If you have missed any of the DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach e-mails of encouragement and prayer tips, they are all posted on my blog at http://www.libertysavard2u.com

Deluxe eBooks Now Ready to Download Again! SPECIAL HALF PRICE DOWNLOAD ON APPLES OF GOLD! Only $5.95 during the month of May

Many thanks to Richard Cotterman of Exodus Design for getting our Deluxe eBooks back online for us! Thanks, too, to Karen Failor for her input. Please note that you can now download the Apples of Gold Deluxe eBook with 100 daily studies for personal use or for groups for only $5.95—this is HALF PRICE during the month of May!

Special Prices and New Formats Coming in Long Distance Training – Watch for them NEXT WEEK!

This Prayer Outreach has encouraged me to reach out however I can with this message to whosoever. We’re still working out the details! Check back on our www.libertysavard.com order page next week.

Resources to Remember!

Who and What is LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?
Reverend Liberty S. Savard, President of Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), was born again in 1972. She is an ordained minister with credentials from the Evangelical Church Alliance (P.O. Box 9, Bradley, Illinois 60915). Rev. Savard has served as a singles director, associate pastor, speaker, and Bible teacher. She is the author of *Shattering Your Strongholds* (1993 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Breaking the Power* (1997 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Producing the Promise* (1999 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and several mini-books and workbooks. With *The Unsurrendered Soul* (2002 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Apples of Gold in Baskets of Silver* (2003 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and *BEYOND Shattered Strongholds* (2005 Bridge-Logos Pub.), she now has 14 books in print around the world.

This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

This ministry teaches Christians how to cause their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to surrender to the will and purposes of God. LSM also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage from their souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! This ministry also teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. This ministry is also dedicated to training Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and instruction manuals for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers with pure motives declare that God’s will shall be done on Earth as He has so set it in heaven.

LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES
P.O. BOX 41260
SACRAMENTO CA 95841

Full Reports inside of the current DISLODGING AND DECLARING Prayer Outreach, Phase I, ending May 6th. We are extending this Prayer Outreach Phase II for another month beginning May 7th.